More Fluency in Less Time with Fluent Reader+

Automatic scoring for oral reading fluency in partnership with SoapBox Labs

Helping your students to achieve oral reading fluency is easier than ever, thanks to Imagine Learning’s new Fluent Reader+. It listens as your students read, and scores their reading automatically allowing you to better monitor and support individual students on their journey to oral reading fluency.

THREE REASONS TO LOVE FLUENT READER+

1. Quickly identify students needing extra support.
2. Monitor progress of your entire class in 1 minute and track progress more often.
3. Give all students an accelerated — and independent — path to achieve their fluency goals!

An effective tool, powered by SoapBox Labs:

- Built for the classroom to understand the voices of PreK–12 students
- Independently proven to score reading as accurately as an educator
- Treats all accents and dialects equally

Let Imagine Language & Literacy do more for you: imaginelearning.com/language-and-literacy
Proven Results

To ensure the best possible experience for students and educators, Imagine Learning conducted a pilot of Fluent Reader+ and included:

- **15K** Student Users
- **310** Educators

The result? Teachers doubled their use of Fluent Reader+ compared to teachers without automatic scoring capabilities.

Teachers with access to Fluent Reader+:

- **2x** Had double the use of Imagine Language & Literacy’s oral reading fluency tools compared to their peers
- **10x** Reviewed student oral reading fluency data 10x more than their peers
- Spent an average of 64% less time reviewing oral reading fluency records than their peers

Let Imagine Language & Literacy do more for you: imaginelearning.com/language-and-literacy